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Advanced Available to Promise (aATP) 

Release for Delivery  

Business Context 

The advanced ATP functionality (scope item 1JW) supports product availability check and back order 

processing. Additionally, the scope item provides the functionality for Release-for-Delivery (manual BOP 

processing), Product Allocation Check, and Alternative-Based Confirmation (ABC) ATP. 

With product allocation check, you can apply sales rules such as fair-share, prioritized share logic, 

preference customers etc. when allocating the availability of the same product with limited availability and 

high demand. 

Any changes in the confirmed quantities or to a business situation where you wish to re-visit the allocated 

quantity of your confirmed sales orders can be achieved via back order processing. If I have put this in a 

business context, this process can be done for any good reason such as  

► Order cancellations from customers 

► Delayed deliveries for any reason such as vehicle breakdowns or maybe a more natural 

reason such as bad weather conditions. 

► It could also be related to change in ordered quantities. 

► Orders coming in last minute from your preference customers for an urgent delivery. 

► Or a production order running late. Could be any valid business reason for that matter.  

S/4HANA Cloud supports two different approaches to handle this business requirement. 

1. Through automatic back order processing via background job  

2. Manual re-allocation process 

The focus of this document is to guide you on the manual approach, where you can manually re-allocate 

the quantity to customers based on your business preferences or urgency. The business example covers 

the processing of Sales orders. 

Pre-requisite 

Business Roles 

You require the following business roles to use the following SAP Fiori apps in the SAP Fiori Launchpad: 
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Business Role Role ID SAP Fiori App 

Order Fulfillment Manager R0226 Configure Order Fulfillment Responsibilities  

Order Fulfillment Specialist R0176 Release for Delivery  

Business Functionality 

App: Configure order fulfilment responsibilities 

This app is meant for order fulfillment specialists who are responsible for performing manual back order 

processing i.e. re-allocation of confirmed quantities using the ‘Release for Delivery’ app.  

This will allow to scope and personalize the re-allocation task and ensure that he or she can access only 

those business documents and materials for which they are responsible within a specific time period.  

Furthermore, the app helps to react flexibly to changing situations by offering methods with which to 

reassign responsibilities from one order fulfillment specialist to another.  

This app is accessible with business role Order Fulfillment Manager (R0226). The Key Features of this 

app include 

► Create one or multiple order fulfilment responsibilities with specific selection criterion that can help 

to filter the sales documents. Additionally, you can apply exclusion conditions if relevant for each 

selection criterion. 

► Define business task-specific behavior to filter the worklist with only sales orders, stock transport 

orders or both. 

► Assign relevant business users who are responsible for order fulfillment for a dedicated time period. 

App: Release for Delivery 

With ‘Release for Delivery’ app, you can prioritize due sales orders or stock transport orders that contain 

materials with limited availability or high demand. The app displays the current availability situation of 

materials for which the user is responsible and allows to assess the potential financial impact of being 

unable to fulfill the orders in demand.  

The app can help business users to decide on how to distribute material quantities among the available 

orders before releasing the them for subsequent logistics execution processes such as picking or packing.  

https://help.sap.com/viewer/32da8359c8ee4e8b8e8c5e15cacba5aa/2002.500/en-US/36e46c5791ff0322e10000000a44147b.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/32da8359c8ee4e8b8e8c5e15cacba5aa/2002.500/en-US/aa1e635779d88467e10000000a4450e5.html
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This manual re-allocation process helps to prevent expensive order cancellation and rollback activities that 

may occur if last minute, high priority orders or business situations are not taken care of. 

The Key Features of this app include 

► An overview of requirements to be delivered with a specific horizon period. The responsible 

business users can view the business documents containing materials for which they are 

responsible for a specific time period, including requirements for materials with limited availability. 

► The app displays the confirmation, delivery status and potential financial impact of the business 

situation if material redistribution does not happen on time. 

► You can perform release function of materials for delivery, which triggers subsequent logistics 

processes such as picking / packing from this app. 

Business Example 

 

The app ‘Configure Order Fulfillment Responsibilities’ allows 

options for mass creation as well as for individual task creation. With 

mass creation, you can simultaneously create responsibility definitions 

based on a specific parameter such as distribution channel (for 

example). In such case, based on the number of distribution channels 

defined in the system, the number of tasks will be created. 

 
Snapshot 2 

Snapshot 1 
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The selection criterion available for mass creation can be viewed in below snapshot 3. 

Please enter the horizion period (period for 

which the orders have to be shortlisted in 

the worklist).  

In the release for delivery section, you can 

choose to have sales orders, stock 

transport orders or both in the worklist.  

The referesh strategy enables the users to 

consider or, ignore any changes to 

business documents. Please refer to 

individual task creation section for more 

details and available options on this aspect.  

 

 

 

 

If you wish to create individual responsibility definition, the app allows to define responsibilities with no 

specific split criterion. 

► You can enter name, description and appropriate horizon period in the general information section. 

► The section for responsibility definition, allows to maintain the specific business conditions based 

on which the orders are selected by the system. 

► You can refer to snapshot 4 here to view the selection 

conditions available.  

► For this example, I have considered the product number 

(material) as the selection condition based on which the sales 

orders will be shortlisted. 

► You can enter exclusion condition based on attributes 

such as plant, distribution channel, division etc. that you do not 

want to consider for selection purpose. The exclusion 

conditions are entered for each selection criterion. 

 

 

Snapshot 3 

Snapshot 4 
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Snapshot 5 

The section for business task specifics will allow to choose Sales orders, Stock transport orders or both 

(check boxes).  

This section also allows to select ‘Refresh Strategy’. This selection allows the business user to consider or 

ignore any changes to business documents (for example, a change in requested quantity or an order 

cancellation) by pressing the Refresh Worklist button while working in the Release for Delivery app.  

You can select one of the following strategies when you create or edit an order fulfillment responsibility: 

► Ignore Change Requests – in this case, the worklist is not updated when it is refreshed. A change 

that cannot be ignored (for example, order cancellation) will still be reflected in the worklist. 
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► Include and Log Change Requests - The worklist is updated to reflect all changes to 

requirements, including all changes that could be ignored (for example, increase of order quantity). 

► Include Change Requests Without Logging - As with the refresh strategy Include and Log 

Change Requests, the worklist is updated to reflect all changes to requirements. No statement 

about the changes is, however, displayed for the user. 

The last section in the responsibility definition is the assignment of user(s). Here you can assign users to 

an order fulfillment responsibility as well as define the time period and zone for which the assignment is 

valid. Kindly note that it is possible to assign multiple users to a single responsibility definition. 

Further, it is also possible to assign additional business users to an existing definition without changing the 

definition parameters. Please refer to below snapshot 6 for guidance. 

 
Snapshot 6 

 

To demonstrate the functionality of this app, I would like to take a 

hypothetical example of multiple business situations for an 

organization called ABC Inc (example). The situation corresponds as 

below. 

 

 

 

► ABC’s Customer USCU-CUS01 has a sales promotion event approaching and requires maximum 

quantities of certain products. It is, therefore, crucial that the customers receive what is ordered. 

► Customer USCU-CUS02 wants to secure as much quantity of the product as possible, at the very 

least what was promised when orders were placed as there is high demand for the product in the 

market. 

► ABC has a sales agreement with customer USCU-CUS03 that aims to deliver as much quantity as 

possible when a sales order is placed. 
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► Customer USCU-CUS-04 has bad credit history and has several open invoices pending for 

payment. The company should not, therefore, receive any quantity when they place an order. 

► To achieve a high confirmation rate for sales orders, all available quantity should be used and 

redistributed to those customers not included in above situations. For this purpose, I have used 

the– USCU-CUS05 & USCU-CUS-06 to create sales orders for this example. 

 
Snapshot 7 

Important aspects to note with this app: 

► This app displays the order fulfilment responsibilities defined in previous app as individual variants. 

For this example, I created a responsibility “ZBOP_Mar20”, which can be seen as variant in the 

snapshot 7. Kindly note that if your username is not assigned in the responsibility definition, then it 

will not appear in your selection list. 

► Horizon Period - The Horizon is the processing time frame for the business documents that 

business users see in their worklists. The Release for Delivery app displays material data for 

business documents with a requested material availability date within the horizon. For this example, 

I have entered 10 days i.e. 240 hours as horizon period. 

► You can use the Impact bar to assess the potential financial impact on your organization if you 

would unable to confirm fully a quantity of a material included in a business document. Unless 

configured accordingly, the sales price for the material in the business document is used to 

calculate the potential financial impact. 

► The confirmation section displays the confirmed quantities against the shortage for number of units, 

which is shown in red. 

► Release for Delivery button can be used to create deliveries for sales orders with adjusted 

confirmed quantities in the worklist. 
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Snapshot 8 

► Availability Situation - The Availability Situation chart displays different quantities of the materials 

being processed. Every change to the quantity of the material is reflected in this chart. 

► The Requested Material Availability Date represents the date on which a material is required to be 

available, considering the lead time to enable subsequent delivery activities such as picking and 

packing and ensure on-time delivery. 

► Confirmation column provides a visual combination of confirmed quantity, requested quantity and 

unconfirmed quantity of a material in a sales document. 

► Confirm button can be used to distribute quantities of material to all sales order items. If sufficient 

material is available to fulfill orders, your system confirms the requested quantities. 

► Unconfirm button can be to remove material quantities assigned to sales order items.  

► Protect button can be used to prevent a confirmed quantity of material from being changed again 

while processing. 
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► You can use the Publish button after you have adjusted confirmation quantities to the order items 

in the worklist but before you actually release the order items for delivery. This ensures that sales 

and delivery documents reflect updated confirmation data as processed in the app. 

 
Snapshot 9 

Considering the business situations as mentioned in the earlier section with each customer, I 

have manually re-distributed the quantities among the customers. Once the redistributed 

quantities are published, the system updates material processing status.  

The material processing status indicates the progress of the materials in the worklist. Materials 

are prepared before subsequently being released. Materials can only be processed in one 

direction, meaning that if a material has reached status Prepared, it cannot be undone i.e. 

changed back to Unprepared. 
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Snapshot 10 

You can observe the material processing status moved from unprepared to prepared in this case. 

And finally, the status changes to ‘Released’ once the sales orders are released for delivery. 

 


